
Competition
Design our new sports shirt 

You are invited to submit your idea for the new Chichester Bowmen shirts. The 
winning design will be used as a basis for new kit ready for the summer. 

Prize:    one new shirt

Last date for entry: Friday 1

Entries:   via email to 

A4 document (word, ppt, publisher, anything similar) 
or photo or whatever can be opened 

Judges: the committee will shortlist an
membership votes

Winner announced: Saturday 16

 

We are looking for a polo shirt with granddad collar. Any colours, please be aware that your 
design may not be exactly reproduced on the shirts.

It must be practical and comfortable 
insects) and black (too hot in summer).

Examples (the one on the right has the granddad collar

 

If suitable designs are not received, the committee reserves the right to ask the su
a design. It may also be that the committee ask the supplier to adapt a submitted design or the 
supplier themselves may ask to adapt a design.
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